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Let A,, B,E~P(V“’ , X’), A?, B>E Y(Y“, .X) with ALI. B,#E 7” for all 4~ V2, 
and Q E U( V2 , X), where I .‘, Y’.*, .W, X are appropriate normed spaces. It is 
shown that there exists a unique solution XoY(V”, ,M) of the equation, 
A,XA,#-B,XB,)= Qd (for all )E V2), provided (i) Yz is spanned by an 
orthonormal basis (h, jp”= , where b, is an eigenvector of both A2 and 8, belonging 
to eigenvalues 1, and p, respectively, (ii) for all i, A, A, - p,B, : 2’ -+ .X’ has a con- 
tinuous inverse defined on its range, with Z,II(j.,Al - ~,8,)-‘11~ < zo, and (iii) some 
other natural conditions are satisfied. A Galerkin method of approach is utilized 
and examples are given. A necessary and sufhcient condition is arrived at for the 
ftnite dimensional case. ,(‘I 1986 Academtc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
We will give an analytical treatment of existence and uniqueness of the 
solution X of the equation, A, XA 2 - B, XB, = Q, in a Hilbert space setting. 
Algebraic approaches to such equations, using the method of matrix pen- 
cils, when A,, A,, B,, B,, Q are all finite dimensional matrices over the 
complexes C can be found in [4,6]. 
To describe our problem precisely, we let 2 be a complex Hilbcrt space 
with inner product (., .)xJ and norm 1. lx. V’ is a complex normed linear 
space which is a subset of 2’. We will have A,, B, E Y(Y”‘, .X?) = the space 
of all bounded linear operators from Y’ into ti. V2 is a complex pre- 
Hilbert space which is continuously imbedded in another Banach space .f. 
We will have A*, B, E Y(Y2, .S) with A2#, B24e V2 for all 4 E V*. For 
i = 1, 2, the norm in Y’ is denoted by 1. Ii. 
Let -W = .Y(V’, V“‘), 3 = 5?(V2, X) with the respective norm 
topologies. The problem we are concerned with can now be precisely stated 
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as follows: Given a nonzero Q E X. under what conditions does there exist 
a unique solution X = X, E % or X of the equation 
In Section 2, we present sufficient conditions to solve this problem. There, 
we prove first an existence uniqueness result valid for finite dimensional 
spaces only. (For other finite dimensional results, we quote [2] where 
other references are found). This result then allows us to employ a Galerkin 
type approach, with the dimensions of the spaces increasing, leading us to 
existence--uniqueness results in infinite dimensional situations. The maps 
A ,, A*, B,, B,, Q may be bounded or unbounded as operators in .4 --our 
treatment will go through. In Section 3 we give an example in which all the 
operators are unbounded in ,W. This example illustrates all the ideas 
involved in the theory presented in Section 2. 
Interest in Eq. (1.1) exists not only because it is a natural generalization 
of the Lyapunov or the Sylvester equation (such an equation with unboun- 
ded operator coefficients is discussed by several authors, e.g. Goldstein 
[ 1 I), but also because it forms the linear part of general Riccati equations 
(so that a solution of a Riccati equation is conceivably obtained from the 
solution of its linear part by a perturbation procedure or an iterative 
approximation procedure). Parts of the results of this paper arc announced 
in [33. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION 
For each XE W, we may define a linear operator U,: V2 + .X by 
U,(d) = (A, XA, - BI XB,)C,IS. In the event A,, B, E 9’(*Y*, Y‘*bas hap- 
pens in the Theorem 2. I, where Y/“ is finite dimensional’-we have U, E X, 
and then we define a linear map U: W + J by U(X) = U,. 
In what follows [[QII denotes the norm of Q in X, and N denotes the set 
of natural numbers, 1, 2, 3 ,..., n ,... . 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that X, II’“‘, 9” are all finite dimensional spaces 
with V’ = 2 (set equality only). Also assume that 
There exists a constant fl> 0 such that for all nonzero 
X E W, there exists a 4 ~ E Y* satisfying the inequality, 
I(AIXA2-B,J’4MxIw>B IIWI, 14A2;c~earb9,f0. (2.1) 
I We know that all norms in a finite dimensional space are equivalent 
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Then, (1.1) has a unique solution X, E 9’ with 
IIX,lI ,v- GP ’ IIQII. (2.2) 
Proof: By the finite dimensionality of *Y*, we have U(X)E?Z for all 
X E w. So, whenever X E *w‘, )I X1( # # 0, we may use (2.1) to write 
II UJ-)llr 
II J-II Y %rw 
1 I-w4.~l.r~>p>0 
ldrl2 . 
This shows that U is an injection. Indeed, U is a bijection by the finite 
dimensionality of Y’ =X’, and U ‘: X -+ -Ur is continuous with 
IIu-‘II <jr’. 
Now we let X, = U -l(Q), so that (2.2) is immediately verified. And, 
since, for all f$ E Y*, 
Eq. ( 1.1) is satisfied. 
It remains to prove uniqueness of X,. If X,, X2 are two distinct 
solutions of ( 1 .l ), then X, - X2 is a nonzero element of w. Then, by (2.1) 
there exists a nonzero YE”IT2 such that IA,(X, -X2)A2Y - 
B,(X, - X2) B2 YI x > fl IIX, -Xzlllu IFy12, which yields IQY-QYl >O, 
an impossibility. Q.E.D. 
Henceforth, ix, Y-‘, I“* will all be infinite dimensional spaces. We will 
always assume that 
There exists an orthonormal basis {h, I i E N} of Y+~’ such 
that each b, is an eigenvector of both A2, B2 belonging to 
eigenvalues J.,, pi respectively. (2.3) 
The subspaces of Y2 and X generated by {hi I 1 6 i6 n} and 
{ Qhi 1 1 < i < n) are respectively denoted by Vi and [Qhi];=, . We next 
assume that there exists an increasing sequence of positive integers 
{n(k)jk”E, such that all k E N, 
There exists a finite dimensional subspace V’(n(k)) of Y’ 
containing A, [ V’(n(k))], B, [V’(n(k))] and [Q6i];Fi. (2.4) 
Assumptions (2.3) and (2.4) will allow us, as we see below, to make the 
transition from the finite dimensional situation treated in Theorem 2.1 to 
infinite dimensional situations, by advancing along the sequence 
{n(k)},“=, . This was the Galerkin type approach mentioned in Section 1. 
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We now introduce the additional notations: N’ = {n(k) I k E Iv 1, 
Y’*..~ = Y“’ with the topology inherited from .Y, 
~~={X~~‘~Xisoflinite rank and XEY(Y”.*. Y ‘)) 
with the topology inherited from f ‘, (2.5) 
and, for all HEN’, 
W(n)= {X restricted to ,$“f, \ XE #“, Xb,=OVi> n 
and Xh,~%“(n)Vi<n} 
which, with the norm topology, is easily seen to be isomorphic to 
uw:, V’(n)). 
A sequence {X, } ic N of elements of Y&j will be said to form an ascending 
sequence if, whenever i < j and X,Y # 0, we have X,D = Xiv. 
The subspace U’(n) of V’ is also a subspace of .#; considered this way 
Y’(n) will be denoted by ,~?(n). Then for all n E N’, we may, using (2.4), 
define the operators A ,.n, B,., E WY-‘(n), -@(n)L AZ.,, B,., E JfV%Jf”) 
and Q,,EP’(Y,~, .#‘(n)) as the restrictions of the corresponding operators 
A,, B,, A,, B,, and Q. By virtue of (2.3) we have A,.,[V;~]CV~ and 
B2.n W-f1 = C 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume (2.3), (2.4). Also assume that 
For all n E N’, there exists a constant /In > 0 such that /Or 
all nonzero YE W(n) there exists a 4 y E V,?, satisfying the 
inequality 
I(A, YA,-B, Y&MA., >B, IIYIIw (n) 14~1~. 
Then, for all n E N’, there exists a unique Y, E W(n) such that 
(2.6) 
(A ,.n YnAx,, - B,,, Yn&.nM = Qn# .for 4E Y.5,. 
Moreover, 
Proof This lemma follows directly from Theorem 2.1. 
We know that in finite dimensional situations the Sylvester equation, 
AX- XB = C, has a solution if u(A) n a(B) = 0, a(A) denoting the spec- 
trum of A. Spectral considerations arise elsewhere also (cf. [2]). The spec- 
tral assumption that we need to make here is the following one (see (2.3)): 
For all i E N, the linear operator Ai A, - p, B, : S’ + 3f? has 
a continuous inverse defined on its image. (2.7) 
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We will denote the norm of this inverse by II(&A, - piZ?,)-‘(I. Now we are 
ready to state and prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume (2.3), (2.4), and (2.7). Also ussume that one of the 
following two conditions is true: 
Condition I: I:;“=, Il(n,A, -piB,) ‘ll’=Mi< co. 
Condition II: There exist positive numbers p, y,, y2, y ,,..., with p > 1, 
such that Cp”=,[y;’ (QhilX]Y=M‘J< 30, and xz,[y; JI(l.,A, - 
piB,)-‘II]P=M~<cc, where p ‘+q-‘=l. 
Then (2.6) is true, and there exists a unique solution X,E X of (1.1) 
provided the I$‘S are restricted to only the finite dimensional elements of 
V2. If, in addition, Y’ is dense in X, A, : JI? + % is closable, and 
B, E L&(X, &‘), then this same X, uniquely satisfies the equation, 
- 
~WQ~-W,W~=Q~ for 4 E V2, (2.8) 
where 1, is the closure of A,. 
Proof: First we prove uniqueness. Assume that X,, Y, are two 
solutions of (1.1). Then, for all i E N, we obtain by replacing 4 by hi in (1.1) 
and then using (2.3), 
(&A, -p,B,)(XQ- Y&=0. 
Hypothesis (2.7) now yields (X, - Y,)bi = 0 for all ie N. So, X, = Y,. 
Now we go on to prove existence. First we show that (2.6) is true. 
Since Y’(n(k)) is finite dimensional, there exists a constant c(n(k)) such 
that 
14 I < c(n(k)) 14,1 for all v E Y’(n(k)). (2.9) 
Assume that (2.6) is not true for some n(k,)E N’. Then there exists a 
sequence { Yij13c_, of nonzero elements of W(n(kO)) such that for all ie N, 
I(A, Y,A,T-B, Y,B~MI.wG~ i II Yill*-cnck,,,l412 for 4~ *y&0,. (2.10) 
If jo N, by replacing 4 by h, in (2.10) we obtain, using (2.3) 
I(ljA I- Pj’iB, ) Yibjl x < 2 -i 11 Yill r fn(ko)) whenever j d n(k,). 
Hence, using (2.10), (2.7), we have, for all j<n(k,,), 
IYthjl~~c(n(b)) I(~jA,-~jiB,)-‘(i.,Al-~jjB,) Yib,Ix 
G c(n(h)) ll(V, -~,~,)F’ll .2- ’ II Y,llr.c,ck,,,. 
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Taking an arbitrary c = x;‘;“y’ r,h, E Y~‘~,,~,, (2, E C), with Irl 7 = 
(C;fi,’ l~,)~)“:~‘= 1, we obtain (because IX,/ d 1 ). 
rrlkn) 
w (n(b)) C lI(j.,A, -P/B, 1 ‘!I. (2.11) 
/iI 
If Condition I of the theorem is true, then choose an iE N satisfying 
(n(k,))“‘2’M,c(n(k,,)) 2 ’ < (l/2). 
Then (2.11) yields, using the Holder inequality for sums, I Y,ol, < 
(1/2) 11 yill 1c (n(k,,)), where we had loI2 = 1. Thus, II Y,Il < (l/2) II Y,I( which is 
impossible because Yi # 0. If Condition II of the theorem is true, then we 
arrive at the same impossible situation by choosing an i such that 
n(b) 
2-‘c(w3)) 
( > 
114 
c If,-” 4<(1/2). 
J=1 
Hence, (2.6) must hold. 
Now we can apply Lemma 2.2. For all n(k) E N’, there exists a unique 
Y,(k) E w(n(k)) such that 
(Ai.n(k, Y,a(k)A2.n(k) - Bl.n(k, Yn(k,B2.n(k,)# 
= Qn,k,b for all 4 E V’itk,. (2.12) 
Consequently, for all i E N with i 6 n(k), we have 
(A, Y,,(k+,,A2-B, Yn(k+IIBZ)hr=Qhr 
= (A I Yn(k)A2 - Bl Yn(k)B2)hi* 
which yields, by virtue of (2.3), 
(~iA~-~t~l)(Yn(k+ll- Yn(k))b,=o for i<n(k), iEN. 
BY (2.7), 
Y n(k+ I#, = Yn(k,hi for all i < n(k). (2.13) 
This allows us to define an ascending sequence {x,,,, };= , of elements of 
% (se (2.5)) by 
Xn(k)bi= Yn(k)hi 
Xn(k)br = 0 
for all i < n(k) 
for all i > n(k) 
(2.14) 
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and we obtain 
(A~X,(k,A,-B,X,ck)Bz)u=Qn(t,u 
for DE Yz,,,, n(k) EN’. (2.15) 
In particular, taking bi in place of u, 
Xn(kjhi= (JiA, -~lrB,) ‘Qnck,hi for all i < n(k), (2.16) 
and this is true for all Nan’. Moreover, if #=C;“=, z,b,~ Y2 (a,eC), 
then 
(2.17) 
Our goal now is to show that the sequence { x,,,k,};=, converges in the 
weak operator topology of an appropriate space. The limit of this sequence 
will turn out to be the solution X, we are looking for. 
If Condition I of the theorem holds, then for all no N’, we obtain 
from (2.17) that for all 4 = I,?=, rib, E “Y’, 
So, IIX,,(kJll.T < M, llQl[ for all Nan’. No confusion will arise if we 
denote the extension Of Xnck, to the completion p2 of Y2 by Xn,kj g a ain. If 
ii? = .Y(T’, X’), then we have, 
for n(k) E N’. (2.18) 
Let now $ E T2 and h E A? with 4 = x,TL i a$, ((WiE C) and Ihl.r # 0. Let 
d > 0 be arbitrary. We can now choose an n(k,) E N’ such that 
( f lap)““’ GBIClhl,M, IIQIIJ 
i=n(kg)+ I 
For all n(l)>n(k,), we have from (2.16) and Condition I, 
(2.19) 
f IXno,hil$.G llQl12M$. (2.20) 
i- I 
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FOG all n(l), MIEN’, n(l)>n(p)>f~(k,,). we have (see (2.13), (2.14)). 
(2.21 ) 
6 Ihl x ( 2’ ,a,y)” ?‘( ‘F’ ,X,,,,,h,i:)“‘*’ 
I=n(p)+ 1 r=n,p) + 1 
< 8, 
by (2.19) (2.20). Hence, ((X,,(,.,d, h), }T=, is a Cauchy sequence in C. 
Let us now assume that Condition II of the theorem is true. From (2.17) 
again, we have for all (b = C,“= 1 a,b, E V2 (because \ri\ < I#\ 2), 
SO, I]X,,,,,IILf S$ M,M,, and extending Xn(k) to F2 as before, we get 
iIXn,klli f’ G”pM,. (2.22) 
Let 4 =I?=, aib,E P*, hg.# with lhlJY ~0. Choose no N’ such that 
laji2)“’ <J/CM,& VI., I. 
Then, /xi] <b/[M,M,, IhI,] for each i>n(k,,)+ 1. We can now deduce 
from (2.21), using (2.16) and Condition II, that for all n(l), no N’ with 
44 > n(p) > &A 
I((X”,,, - Xn~,,)A A)., I < 8. 
Thus, {tXn(k$t h),},“= I is again a Cauchy sequence in C. 
To establish the convergence of {X,Ik,},“=, in the weak operator 
topology of 9, we now use standard arguments (cf. [S, pp. 1841853) to 
define a continuous, sesquilinear form A: p2 xX’+ C and an A’, E$ 
(using the Riesz representation theorem) so that for all 4 E T2 and for all 
hEi%‘, 
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with l\XoIlb= llnll =K, where K=M2 l[Qll or M,M,, according as Con- 
dition I or Condition II holds (see (2.18) and (2.22)). We are now going to 
show that this X, is the solution we are looking for. 
Let 0 E Vita,. Then X,,,,+I = X,,+)u for all 12 k. So, from (2.23), Xou = 
X,,,,u for all u E F&). This, together with (2.15) and (2.3), shows that X, 
(restricted to V*) satisfies (1.1) whenever 4 is finite dimensional. The proof 
of the first part of the theorem is now complete. 
Next, take again an arbitrary 4 =x:p”=, r,bie Y2. Letting #+, = 
1:‘“: ribi, we see that 4n,k, + 4 in 9’“’ and Qn(k,#n(k, = QQ,ck, -+ Q4 in X’, 
as k + ~xj. Since A, is a densely defined, closable, linear operator in 2, its 
Hilbert space adjoint A: is also densely defined ([S]) with 2, = A:*. 
Using (2.15), (2.14), and (2.3), we see that for all LED, the domain of 
A?, 
Let k 4 co. By (2.23) 
and so. 
for all /IED( Hence, XQA,eD(A:*), and since D(A:) is dense in X’, 
(2.8) is obtained. Q.E.D. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
Let Y = L*( [0,27r] x [0,2x]; C). An orthonormal basis of .%? may be 
taken to be {ei,j};=,, where e,.j(x, y) = e,(x) e,(v), in which, for r = x or 
y, and for n E N, 
Let, for integers p, q > 0, 
b.,k v) = Y~.~ e,(x) e,(v), 
where Y,,~ = [ 1 + m2 + n2 + m4 + n4 + m6 + n6 + m*n* + m2n4 + m4n2 J -“2 
when p = 2m - 1 or 2m, and q = 2n - 1 or 2n, as the case may be, with m, n 
nonnegative integers (obviously, m = 0, n = 0 are not allowed in 2m - 1, 
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2n - I ). Let Y‘* be the inner product space of all finite linear combinations 
over C of {h,,,};,=,,, the inner product being given by 
for all U, UE V*. Here, Z.,u = &/d.r, c?,.c = ?i;/(!v, etc., all the derivatives 
being taken in the distributional sense. It can be easily seen that { hp,y};rl 0 
forms an orthonormal basis of VT2 as a subspace of the Sobolev space X3. 
Let JK be the Sobolev space X .- ‘, the dual of XA. Let A z, B, : W“ + .X‘ 
be defined by 
A,B=(dt+clf)+(l/2)4, B&=(G’:+Zljo4+k&, 
where k, is a positive constant. The hp.y’~ are now the eigenvectors of 
A,, B2. The corresponding eigenvalues of A, are ,?p.y where A,,,, = -l/2, 
R,,, = -m2 - l/2 for m E N with 0 < p = 2m - 1 or 2m, %o,y = -n2 - l/2 for 
n E N with 0 < q = 2n - 1 or 2n, and generally, i.,, = -(m’ + n*) - l/2 for 
p > 0, q > 0. The corresponsing eigenvalues of B, are P,,~ = m4 + n4 + k2, 
with similar restrictions on p, q, m, n. 
Next, let *Y’ be the Sobolev space ,Xi with A,, B, : X + .# defined by 
A,u= -adZ,x+k,u, B, u = --!I C?f U, 
in which a, 6, k, are positive constants. Let us note, in passing, that A, is 
closable (as can be proved by using results of [7]), but we will not need 
this fact in our presentation here. 
In this example, we are investigating whether the equation (I being the 
identity operator) 
(-ad~+k,I)x(a~+a:-tl)~ 
-(-ba:)x(a4,+a:+k,I)~=Q~ for all 4 E Y2 (3.1) 
has a unique solution X, E %. As an example of Q that will satisfy (2.4) we 
may choose Q(b,,,) = (const. ) t?Eb,,, if p and q are both odd, and 
Q(b,.,) = 0 otherwise. For integers p, q, define Vi., to be the subspace of 
V* generated by {b,,,IO<m<p, Obn<q}, and define Y’(p,q) to be 
the set of all u E C,“((O, 2n) x (0, 2n); C) such that u is a finite linear com- 
bination of elements of the set {e,., I 0 Q i Q p, 0 < j < q}. This choice of 
V’(p, q) satisfies (2.4). 
To see that Theorem 2.3 can be applied to the Eq. (3.1), after all the 
double sequences have been transformed into single sequences in a con- 
veniently prescribed manner, it remains to verify (2.7) and the Condition I. 
This we do now. 
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Let VE”Y’=%& Then 
by integrating (u, a;~)~, (u, 8:~)~ by parts and noting that u vanishes at 
the boundary. Hence, ($,A 1 - jlp,$3r): 2 --, % has a continuous inverse 
defined an its image, with (((;Cp,yA, - ~~,~3~)-‘(( < [k, ~~,,(]-‘, It can now 
be easily verified that x:pmCO II(A,,,A, -P~,,~B,))~II* < 03. 
4. ON THE NECESSITY OF THE CONDITION (2.6) 
The one-sided coercivity assumption (2.6) is perhaps more natural than 
it might appear at frist sight. For, suppose (1.1) has a solution X, E 9Y (Q 
is nonzero). Then 
A,&A+B,X&I, for all 4 E ^lr* 
Let c$‘EV’ be such that (l/2) IlQll < ~Q~‘~~/~~‘~2. Then, if 
II Q II/II X, II wm = W, we have 
IA,X,A,~‘-B,X,B,~‘I~,>B’ llxallw- 14’12. 
Since both the members of this inequality are continuous, real-valued 
functions of XE V, there exists a neighborhood N(Xg) of X, in w  such 
that for all XE N(X,) we have 
lA,~A2(6’-~,~B2(bfl.,>8’ IP’II, 14’12. 
This implies that the condition (2.6) holds for all XEM(X~). 
(4.1) 
We can say more in the finite dimensional situation described in the 
beginning of Section 2, where we had ^Y’ = 2, ?P” = X. If the Eq. (1.1) has 
a unique solution X, E YV for all Q E YY’-, then dimensional arguments show 
that the mapping XH A,XA, - B, XB2 is a bijection: W + #J’-. By the 
arguments in the preceding paragraph, corresponding to each XE Y = 
(XEW ]I.qw=l} th ere exist a neighborhood N(X) of X in YY and a 
constant /II’= px > 0 associated with this N(X) such that the inequality 
(4.1) is true (with some 4, in place of 4’). The set of all these N(X)% 
covers Y which is a compact subset of the finite dimensional Y+‘-. So, there 
exists a finite number of neighborhoods A”(.%‘,), 1 < i < n, covering 9’. If fi 
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is the smallest one of all the /Ix’s associated with the neighborhoods in this 
finite cover, then inequality (4.1) is true for all XE 9’ with the same /j 
replacing /3’ (and with appropriate 4”s). From here we easily recover the 
condition (2.1) by replacing XE Y by A’/llXll v for an arbitrary nonzero 
XE W. Thus (2.1) is a necessary and sullicient condition for Eq. ( I. I ) to 
have a unique solution for all Q E W. in the finite dimensional situation. 
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